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For years, Henry has been protecting some of the country’s most important institutions.

From coast to coast, Henry has been trusted to protect some of North America’s most important buildings, from hospitals, to museums, to libraries and schools.

Henry’s Building Envelope Systems® keep moisture and mildew out while providing indoor comfort every day of the year. With continuous innovation and technology, Henry has set the standard for excellence in the industry.

Now Henry is bringing that protection to what’s most important to you—your home and family.
Henry’s Residential Building Envelope Systems deliver superior performance with innovative products that work together to protect your family and home—and the comfort you expect. Henry offers comfort in protection from the elements, as well as peace of mind knowing the system is there. Your home is an important investment, and Henry’s focus is to protect it. Henry’s Residential Building Envelope Systems provide superior control of water, vapor, and airflow. Henry products help your home work smarter, not harder, and stop your money from flying out the window. Energy-efficient systems can save you money and give some breathing room in your budget.

To protect your family. And your investment.

Save $372 Annually | $11,160 30 Year Avg*  

*Costs and savings based on 2013 Hot2000 Simulation, Denver, CO, for a two-story, 2,000 sq. ft. home and derived from actual blower door testing experience. Savings are derived from the increased air tightness only using national averages (source: www.eia.gov) as compared to traditional house wrap alone; actual results will vary depending on climate, weather, local energy cost, size of home, construction practices, R-value of the occupants, and other factors.
Maintain year-round comfort.

While you may not be able to control the weather or challenges each new season brings, Henry’s Residential Building Envelope Systems help you enjoy the comfort of a perfect season within your home all year long.

Henry’s system of products will continue to deliver dependable performance through even the harshest weather conditions. It’s your comfort protected.

And a healthy living environment.

Controlling air and moisture is the primary responsibility of your home’s weather barrier. Henry products will continue to protect your family from drafty living spaces and unwanted moisture.

More importantly, you can maintain a healthy living environment by mitigating the development of mold, mildew, or rot inside your walls.
Science and innovation to protect your comfort.

A lot of decisions are required during the homebuilding process. You want your home to look beautiful, but one of the most important decisions you can make concerns something you never even see. A beautiful home is only as good as what’s protecting it from the underside, and choosing the right products the first time saves you from problems down the road.

From our innovative Blueskin VP100 weather barrier and Aqua-Bloc foundation waterproofing, every product in Henry’s technologically advanced product portfolio is designed to work together to ensure superior results every time. Henry Residential Building Envelope Systems silently protect your everyday comfort, delivering the promise of a home built today for decades of tomorrows.

Products designed to form one powerful system.

Roof

Protection starts at the top, but shingles alone can’t offer the defense your home needs. Henry’s roof products are a critical layer of water protection underneath steep sloped roofs, designed to help prevent the damaging effects of ice damming and protect vulnerable areas where water accumulates.

Walls

Between you and the elements, an important weather barrier system is protecting your home from air and water filtration while allowing vapor from everyday living to escape. Henry’s wall system is designed to breathe to keep your home’s walls dry and free from water vapor accumulation, reducing the opportunity for mold and ensuring not only a comfortable living environment but a healthy one too.

Foundation

A great system needs a solid foundation. Henry’s foundation products are engineered to handle the pressure of underground water, stopping it from seeping into your basement. This keeps your basement dry and your home’s structure safe and sound.
Comfort protected.
Henry’s promise to you.

For more than 80 years, Henry has been at the forefront of building envelope technology. Top institutions have trusted the protection from Henry’s systems of innovative products. And now, you can choose that same protection for your home.

Henry’s Residential Building Envelope Systems are backed by a comprehensive warranty, promising durability to resist nature’s elements while safeguarding your family, health, and home. That level of protection is priceless. Choose Henry—your comfort protected.